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the evolution of the ejecta curtain. High frame rate
photographs
(400 framesper second,fps) of eachimpactwere
computerized with a digitizing video camera. Subtracting
imagestaken over a 5-ms time interval removedelementsof
the scene that have not changed, thereby revealing relative
movementof the ejecta. Subtractedimage setsat time steps
increasingby a factor of 2 were then combinedin order to
compressthe entire evolution of crater growth and ejecta
curtainadvanceinto a singleframe as shownin Plate 1.
As the atmosphericpressureof air increasesfor impacts
into pumice, the ejecta curtain develops an increasingly
convex-outwardprofile (Plate 1, top). This characteristic
evolutionis observedfor impact velocitiesfrom 0.03 to over
6 km/s. Impacts into no. 140-200 sand produce a similar
evolution (Plate 1, middle), but the ejecta curtain in sand at
one atmospherehas a profile similar to an impactinto pumice
at a lower atmosphericpressure.This differenceis believed to
reflect the effect of aerodynamicdrag, which is less for the
impactsinto coatsetsize sand.The razor edgecrispnessof the
imagesin Plate 1 (middle) for sandreflects the very narrow
size range in sand grains, in contrastto pumice. As a further
test for effects due to aerodynamicdrag, Plate 1 (bottom)
revealsthe samesequencefor impactsinto pumicebut with a
helium atmosphere,therebypreservingany effects related to
atmosphericpressurewhile drasticallyreducingthe effectsof
aerodynamic drag. As clearly shown, the ejecta curtain
remains relatively undistorted,even at very late times. Plate
1, therefore, indicates that aerodynamicdrag might play an
important role in the late time ballistic trajectories
collectively represented in the ejecta curtain. Very low
Reynolds numbers (Re < 1) for individual ballistic ejecta,
however, result in a drag coefficient proportionalto (1/Re).
For a given projectile size and impact velocity, this Reynolds
number dependence results in drag controlled only by
viscosity of the atmosphereand target grain size, as will be
shown below. Consequently, the possible effect of drag
should not disappear, even at low atmospheric densities:
effectsof both target grain size and atmospheric
composition
shouldbe presentand shouldbe separablefrom the effectsof
ambient pressure.
The following discussionfirst considersthe effect of
atmospheric pressure. Correction for this effect permits
exploring the possible role of aerodynamicdrag by varying
atmospheric density and ejecta size. These separable
processes
and dependences
can be understood
in the contextof
scaling relations and material properties. Remaining
systematic second-orderdifferences are then examined in
terms of the projectilebow shock.
AtmosphericPressure

The effect of an atmosphere
on crateringefficiencyby an
impactcan be expressedin the following generalterms:
(M/m) ~ fo(P)f•(P) fa(P) (M/m)o

(1)

Where(M/m) and(M/m)orepresent
thecrateringefficiencyfor
different environments(pressure,gas composition)and

vacuumconditions,respectively;and the subscriptsof the
dimensionless functional relations with pressure P
incorporate the effects of static atmospheric/lithostatic
overburden
fo, dynamicpressure
actingon themovingcurtain

of ejectafe, anddynamicatmospheric
effectsintroduced
by the
disturbedair massaccompanying
the projectilefa. Gravitycontrolled cratering efficiency for impactsunder vacuum
conditions
canbe givenby the scalingrelationsproposed
by
Holsappleand Schmidt[1982]:

(M/m)o
--•o = k'n2'a

(2)

wheren2 is a dimensionless
parameterthatfor an impactis
given by the following:

3.22gr/v2

(3)

where g is the gravitationalacceleration,r is the projectile
radius, and v is the impact velocity. The exponentot in
equation(2) dependson target propertiesand the particular
cramringregime as discussedby Holsapple and Schmidt
[1982]. Holsapple and Schmidt [1987] also include a
projectile/targetdensityterm with an exponentdependenton
target porosity,i.e., the coupling at impact. This functional
form for crateringefficiencyis an assumptionthat applies
over a wide angeof valuesof n2 [Holsapple and Schmidt,
1982]. Other studies,however,reveal that changesin energy
partitioningchangethe exponentotin equation(2) [Gault and
Wedekind, 1977; Schultz and Gault, 1985; Schultz, 1988b].

Consequently,the present study restricted experimentsto
impact velocities exceeding 1.5 km/s in order to minimize
scatterdue to suchchangesin the scalingexponent.
Table 4 showsthe values and dispersionfor k' andot
derived for different particulate targets under vacuum
conditions
usedin thisstudy.It is assumed
thatall of thesedry
particulate targets result in gravity-controlled excavation
(equations(2) and (3)) even though the internal anglesof
friction range from 20ø(microspheres)to 80ø(compacted
pumice).This assumptionis clearly reasonablefor sandsand
microspheres
but canbe questioned
for compacted
pumice.The
static internal angle of friction (cohesion)is reflected in the
angle of reposeof a face cut into paticulates.The effective
strengthlimiting impact crater growth, however,mustreflect
dynamic(ratherthan static)propertiesof materialresponding
to and flowing within the rarefactionwave behindthe shock.
As the dynamic material flow field reducesbelow a critical
value, cohesion will finally limit further growth. If this
critical value occursjust before the stage when gravity
prevents further excavation, then the distinction between
gravity- and strength-limitedgrowth becomesproblematic.
Cratersformedin compactedpumiceundervacuumconditions
exhibit nearly identicalfinal crater profiles as thosein sand
and microspheres
even thoughthe internalanglesof friction
are very different.Consequently,
the late stagematerialflow
field can be consideredvery similar. Further, the use of
different projectilesizes and velocities(each over a factor of
10) establisha value of ot consistentwith gravity-dominated
growth of a dry particulatemedium. The role of cohesionis

